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Overview
Real estate counsel must prepare to advise commercial real estate developers on the extent of necessary and adequate insurance. Most developers
carry a commercial general liability policy. However, CGLs may not fully protect a developer against all risks during development. CGL policies typically
address claims involving bodily injury and property damage to third parties but often lack coverage for damage to the developer's own property.

Large and small real estate developments can take months or years to plan. Often, several officers, directors, and employees are involved in the
inception, negotiation, and implementation. Real estate development professional liability insurance is unique because it insures against real
estate developers' usual services and transactions.

Some commercial redevelopment involves EPA-designated brownfields or other properties requiring remediation. Any project with potential
environmental risks should be evaluated for environmental insurance coverage because excess and umbrella policies contain pollution
exclusions, leaving large coverage gaps. Counsel must review the project due diligence and advise developers on the risk of failing to account for this
liability exposure.

Construction projects must adhere to strict schedules to avoid costly delays. Builders' risk policies minimize delays by ensuring a quick resolution if
a property claim occurs on a construction project. These policies also insure against accidental loss or damage to contractors' work and property during
construction and extend coverage to project equipment, materials, and supplies. Builders' risk policies can include the owner, general contractor, and
subcontractors.

The owner or general contractor on a project can purchase OCIP or CIP, sometimes referred to as "wrap-up insurance," on behalf of all the
development participants, such as the contractors, subcontractors, architects, and engineers. Though developers require all contractors working on a
project to maintain insurance coverage, numerous participants' individual policies inject more risk into a project. A wrap-up policy wards off possible
coverage gaps by serving as a master CGL policy.

Listen as our expert panel addresses the major types of insurance a real estate developer may need and how counsel can review and assess a
developer's needs to assist in deciding on the policies necessary to handle a particular project's unique circumstance.
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Outline

I. RISK MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES 
A. Contractual Considerations 
B. Insurance Considerations 

II. INSURANCE PROCUREMENT
A. Property Policies 
B. General Liability 

1. Covered Risks 
2. Exclusions 
3. Project-Specific Insurance (OCIP/CCIP)

C. Professional Liability 
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Risk Management Principles 
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Risk Transfer Perspectives
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Risk Transfer Methods
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Risk Transfer Starts with the Contract

• Establishes Downstream Parties’ Indemnity
Obligation

• Establishes Downstream Parties’ Insurance
Obligation

• Triggers Downstream Parties’ Policies



• Create an Enforceable Indemnity Agreement
• Establish Claim/Subrogation Waivers
• Create Liability Caps
• Ensure Downstream Parties Maintain Adequate Insurance
• Acquire Insured Status on Downstream Policies
• Communicate with Downstream Policies to Optimize Coverage

• Trigger Additional Insured Forms
• Avoid Additional Insured Coverage Limitations
• Trigger Insurance Priority Forms
• Trigger Subrogation Waiver Forms

• Establish Coverage Parameters
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Contractual Risk Transfer: Goals
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Contractual Risk Transfer: Indemnity & 
Insurance 101

“Contractor will indemnify and hold Owner harmless from…”
&

“Contractor’s insurance policies will cover Owner as an additional insured for liability arising from . ..”

• Defend/Reimburse Third-Party Claims

• Pay/Settle Third-Party Claims

• Indemnitor’s (Contractor’s) Negligence 

• Indemnitee’s (Owner’s) Negligence Consider Anti-Indemnity Statutes 



Anti-indemnity statute also prohibits AI
coverage for the sole negligence of
the indemnitee.
Anti-indemnity statute does not apply
to additional insured coverage, by
statute or case law
Anti-indemnity statute does not
specify whether it applies to additional
insureds, and no case law interpreting

Unclear or no statute

States with blended colors have
different rules depending on the type
of contract

10

Anti-Indemnity Applied to Insurance



Contractual Insurance Requirements

• Lines of Coverage
• Limits Structure
• Duration
• Additional Insured
• Priority
• Notice of Cancellation

• Subrogation Waiver
• Certificate of Insurance
• Right to Inspect Policies 
• Specifics

• Coverage Elements
• Prohibited Exclusions
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Lines of Coverage

• Builder’s Risk 
• Commercial Property
• Commercial General Liability 
• Project Specific
• Professional  
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Insurance Procurement
Owner’s Insurance
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Insurance Procurement
Contractor’s Insurance
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Builder’s Risk & Commercial Property

AIA A101-2017 Exhibit A, Insurance and Bonds:
“Unless this obligation is placed on the Contractor . . ., the Owner shall
purchase and maintain . . . property insurance written on a builder’s risk ‘all-
risks’ completed value or equivalent policy form and sufficient to cover the total
value of the entire Project on a replacement cost basis.”
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• First-party
• Not Standard ISO Form Coverage (Manuscript)
• “Course of construction coverage” (as

compared to commercial property coverage for
completed buildings)

• Protects the construction project itself, not
necessarily existing property or tools/equipment

16

Builder’s Risk Coverage
Overview



Builder’s Risk
Scope of Coverage

All Risk
• Broader coverage grant
• Provides coverage for all losses

not specifically excluded or limited
by the policy

• Insured bears the initial burden of
demonstrating coverage is
triggered

• Burden then shifts to insurer to
show exclusion applies

Covered Perils
• Limited coverage grant
• Provides coverage for losses

arising from specific causes
delineated in the policy

• E.g. fire, lightning, windstorm,
hail, smoke, vehicles, named
storm, vandalism, etc.

• Insured must demonstrate that
loss was result of one of the
covered perils



Builder’s Risk
Other Coverages (Delays)

• Soft Costs 
• Business Interruption
• Extra Expenses
• Expediting Expenses



Builder’s Risk 
Key Coverage Considerations 

• All-Risk Coverage: “all risk of direct physical loss or damage”
• Limits: Full Completed Value 
• Delay in Completion 
• Named Insureds 
• Loss Payees 
• Contractual Claim Waivers 
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Builder’s Risk 
Exclusions & Indirect Cause

• Anti-Concurrent Exclusion Language: designed to have the exclusion
apply when the excluded cause/peril/component is included regardless
of whether it’s the primary cause of loss.

• Protective Safeguards: excludes coverage if contractor fails to secure or
protect the property.

• Faulty Workmanship (LEG Exclusions): faulty work vs. ensuing loss

Take away: exclusions based on substances (e.g. mold) or causes (e.g.
flood/theft) should apply only to the part of the loss to which the exclusion
applies. The presence of an excluded element should not render the
whole loss uncovered.



Commercial Property Coverage 

• Post-construction policy

• Procured and maintained seamlessly and continuously from any termination of builder’s risk insurance.
• Issues may arise with multi-building or phased projects

• Covers full replacement cost of building and all improvements on the property and business property

• Business interruption/income

Exclusions
• Construction and/or faulty workmanship

• Wear and tear

• Consider location-based risk: flood, earthquake exclusions; sublimits for specified losses (i.e. water
damage, named storm)
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Commercial General Liability

22
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Commercial General Liability 
Limits of Liability

AIA A101-2017 Exhibit A, 
Insurance and Bonds 

“Commercial General Liability 
insurance for the Project written 

on an occurrence form with policy 
limits of not less than ____ ($_ ) 

each occurrence, _____ ($_) 
general aggregate, and _____ 

($_) products completed 
operations hazard . . .”



Contract Language & Policy Limits

The contract should emphasize:

The stated limits of insurance for each type of insurance are
minimum limits only. If Contractor’s policy provides greater limits,
then the Additional Insureds shall be entitled to, or to share in, the
full limits of such policy, and the contract shall be deemed to require
such full limits.
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Commercial General Liability 
Scope of Coverage 

“. . . providing coverage for claims including

1.  damages because of bodily injury, sickness 
or disease, including occupational sickness or 
disease, and death of any person;
2.  personal injury and advertising injury;
3.  damages because of physical damage to, 
or destruction of, tangible property, including 
the loss of use of such property
4.  bodily injury or property damage arising out 
of completed operations; and
5.  the Contractor’s indemnity obligations 
under section 3.18 of the General Conditions.”



Contract Language

• Third-Party Liability 
• Bodily Injury 
• Property Damage 
• Personal & Advertising Injury 
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• First-Party Losses
• Business Risks 
• Bodily Injury to Your Employees

What’s Covered What’s Not Covered 

Consequential Losses & Delays 
“damages because of”
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Commercial General Liability 
Exclusions

“The Contractor’s Commercial 
General Liability policy under this 
Section A3.2.2 shall not contain any 
exclusion or restriction of coverage 
for the following: 

1. Claims by one insured against 
another insured . . . .
2. Claims for property damage to the 
Contractors Work arising out of the 
products-completed operations 
hazard where the damaged Work . . 
. was performed by a Subcontractor.
3. Claims for bodily injury other than 
to employees of the insured. 
.* * * 

7. Claims related to residential, 
multi-family, or other habitational 
projects, if the Work is to be 
performed on such projects. 
8. Claims related to roofing, if the 
Work involves roofing. 
9. Claims related to exterior 
installation finish systems (EIFS) . . . 
If the Work involves such coatings or 
surfaces. 
10. Claims related to earth 
subsidence or movement, where the 
work involves such hazards. 
11. Claims related to explosion, 
collapse, and underground hazard, 
where the Work involves such 
hazards.
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Commercial General Liability
Business Risk Exclusions 
• Exclusion j(1) excludes coverage for “Property damage to [p]roperty you own, rent, or occupy …” In other

words, this eliminates claims for damage to one’s own property.
• Under most circumstances, this makes sense because a third party will not make a claim against an

insured for damage to the insured’s property.
• But, when considering the owner of an apartment building, a tenant may make claim against the

owner of the building for damage to the owner’s property.

• Exclusion j(2) excludes coverage for “property damage” to “premises you sell, give away or abandon, if
the "property damage" arises out of any part of those premises. It does not apply if the premises are "your
work" and were never occupied, rented or held for rental by you.

• In the property development context, this exclusion comes into play when a claim is made against a
former owner of a property for damages for latent defects. The exception makes clear that the
exclusion would not apply in the case of a property developed and immediately sold to the end user,
but it would apply if the property were first retained by the developer, then later sold.



Contract: “Name Me as an Additional 
Insured”

• Who, exactly?
• For what liability?
• Under what circumstances?
• When?
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“To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Contractor shall cause the commercial
general liability coverage to include (1) the Owner, the Architect, and the
Architect’s consultants as additional insureds for claims caused in whole or in
part by the Contractor’s negligent acts . . . “
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Additional Insured Forms

• Many Versions
• Good and Bad
• Does the Form Deliver what 

the Contract Requires?
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Contract Language:
What Liability Must AI Cover?

The policy must name Indemnified Parties from all liability:
• “arising out of the project”
• “arising out of the subcontractor’s work/operations”
• “caused, in whole or in part by, the subcontractor”
• “caused by the subcontractor”
• “because of”, “resulting from”, “due to”



Manuscript
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WHO IS AN INSURED (Section II) is amended to 
include as an insured the person or organization 
shown in the Schedule, but only with respect to 
liability caused by a negligent act or omission by you.



CG 20 33 07 04
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CG 20 10 11 85
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WHO IS AN INSURED (Section II) is amended to 
include as an insured the person or organization 
shown in the Schedule, but only with respect to 
liability arising out of “your work” for that insured 
by or for you.
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AIA Form Insurance Exhibit

To the extent commercially available, the 
additional insured coverage shall be no less than that provided by 
ISO forms CG 20 10 07 04, CG 20 37 07 04…



CG 20 10 07 04
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Recommendation: 
CG 20 38 04 13 & CG 20 37 04 13

Ask for it in your contracts
Ask for it at renewal

Why?
• Eliminates privity problem
• No schedule
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CG 20 38 04 13
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Priority of Coverage 
Primary & Non-Contributory 

AIA: 
“The additional insured coverage shall be primary and non-
contributory to any of the Owner’s general liability insurance policies
and shall apply to both ongoing and completed operations.”
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CG 20 01 04 13
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Proprietary Forms

• Changes to standard-form “Other Insurance” language 
• Shifts priority of coverage 
• Makes AI coverage more difficult to trigger 
• Limits AI coverage available
• Creates conflicts between downstream parties



Owner

GC

AB Exteriors CD 
Waterproofing EF Carpentry GH Roofing
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Completed 
Operations Claim



Example 1: 

Example: Policy is excess to
“Any of the other insurance, whether primary, excess, contingent or 
on any other basis, that is available to the insured when the insured 
is an additional insured, or is any other party also qualified as an 
additional insured.”
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Example 2:

In the event of a claim caused by the same “occurrence” we will
apply the Limits of Insurance in the following order:
a) You;
b) Your “executive officers”, partners, directors, stockholders,

members, managers (if you are a limited liability company) or
“employees”; and

c) Any other insured in any order that we choose.
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OCIP

CCIP

OCP

Owner’s 
Interest

AI

What About Project-Specific Insurance?
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• Project owner provides certain insurance for the project on behalf
of the CM/GC and Subcontractors

• CM/GC and subcontractors remove their insurance cost from their
bids

• Project owner buys insurance for contractors

Project-Specific Coverage 
OCIP Method 



Project-Specific Coverage 
OCIP Method 

• Potential cost savings due to economies of scale
• Coverage certainty & uniformity

• Completed operations coverage extension
• Improved claims handling
• Streamlined/reduced litigation
• Potential to use smaller contractors without

added risk
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Advantages Disadvantages 
• Financial

• Large initial cash outlay
• Higher cost for stand alone/individual project
• Cost of administration

• Administrative-Time & personnel required
• Meetings with Administrator

• Involvement in and commitment to safety program
to ensure successful program

• Meetings
• Safety awareness efforts
• Training /Orientation
• Potential OSHA involvement



Professional Liability



Who is a “Professional”? 
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AIA A101-2017 Exhibit A, Insurance and Bonds: 

“If the Contractor is required to furnish professional services as part of the Work, 
the Contractor shall procure Professional Liability insurance covering 
performance of the professional services, with policy limits of not less than 
_____ ($ __) per claim and _____ ($ ___) in the aggregate.

• “I’m not performing professional services?” 

• Are you subcontracting design, planning, shop drawings?

• Look to the contract’s scope of work

• Does your CGL expressly exclude coverage for professional services (CG 22 79)

• “what about construction means & methods coverage?” 



Professional Liability 
What’s Covered?

Third-Party Coverage:
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Professional Liability 
What’s Covered?

First-Party Coverage

Protective Indemnity:  
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Professional Liability 
What’s Covered?

First-Party Coverage

Mitigation/Rectification: 
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